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Executive Summary 

School Services of California Inc. (SSC) was requested by Monrovia Unified School District 
(District) to conduct an Organizational Review of the Human Resources (HR) Department. The 
objective of the review was to assess the existing organizational structure and the functions within 
the department. Throughout this review and evaluation, SSC staff offer findings and 
recommendations, where appropriate, for organizational changes to improve communication and 
operational efficiencies that we believe will ensure the District is positioned for continued success. 
This includes a review of organizational structures, essential functions of positions within the 
department, and staff capacity to address priorities given existing staffing levels. 

Upon completion of this review and evaluation, we offer findings and recommendations based on 
our quantitative and qualitative review and our knowledge of local educational agency HR 
operations and the legal and professional standards related to public school employment.  

The HR Department is responsible for the legal requirements associated with HR management and 
for staff recruitment. Staff must work in concert with appropriate administrators and supervisors 
in evaluation of personnel, maintenance of personnel records, and personnel procedures. Staff must 
also be appropriately trained and operate within the framework of the District policies adopted by 
the Board of Education, along with the requirements of the California Department of Education, 
the California Education Code, the Merit System, and all other applicable state and federal laws. 

As part of the research, SSC staff conducted interviews with District administrators and staff, as 
to discuss job responsibilities, staff workload, channels of communication, division of 
responsibilities, and the perceived effectiveness and efficiency of the current organizational 
structure for the HR Department. The SSC team notes that engagement with District staff was a 
pleasure and found the interactions to be professional and authentic. While there are operational 
and procedural challenges identified throughout this report, it is noted that the HR Department 
culture is positive, and staff are dedicated and eager to address the changes needed for operational 
efficiency. In addition, the current executive leadership team, led by the Superintendent, has 
expressed great interest and a commitment to supporting the HR staff by providing the resources, 
and training needed to implement the recommendations discussed throughout this analysis. 

It is important to note that the recommendations identified in this report are interconnected and 
must be implemented in concert in order to acquire the desired levels of effectiveness within the 
HR Department. The reorganization of duties is listed as the first priority as a department’s 
structure is the foundational element in the execution of processes and procedures. Staff training, 
and professional learning are the second priority to ensure that capacity is established within the 
department, and staff are well-informed and prepared to provide support and train stakeholders. 
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Finally, communication practices in the form of established procedures integrated in practice is 
key in the establishment of protocols.  
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Organizational Review 

Scope and Methodology 

School Services of California Inc. (SSC) was requested by Monrovia Unified School District 
(District) to conduct an Organizational Review of the Human Resources (HR) Department.  

The objective of the review was to assess the existing organizational structure and the functions 
within the department. Throughout this review and evaluation, SSC staff offers findings and 
recommendations, where appropriate, for organizational changes to improve communication and 
operational efficiencies that we believe will ensure the District is positioned for continued success. 

This includes a review of organizational structures, essential functions of positions within the 
department, and staff capacity to address priorities given existing staffing levels. In detail, the 
review includes: 

• An evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the current organizational structure 

• Identification and analysis of the functions performed by each position in the department, 
including the identification and suggested elimination of duplicated or unnecessary work and 
assigning/reassigning work duties where appropriate  

• Detailed recommendations that may include changes in the administrative structure and/or 
staffing 

• Identification of ways to better integrate and coordinate administrative functions between the 
HR Department and the Business Services Department  

The project was organized to address the following functions: 

• Department organizational structure, culture, and staffing 

• HR general policies and procedures, including identification of annual regular activities, staff 
training/development, communication practices, and legal compliance 

• Leave management practices, including an examination of leave accrual procedures, leave 
tracking protocols, and overall leave administration 

• Work calendar management practices 
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As part of the research, SSC staff conducted interviews with the administrators and staff in the HR 
Department, administrators and staff in the Business Services Department with a role in 
overlapping functions or processes, and other District administrators and the information was used 
to gather input regarding their understanding of the HR Department’s mission, vision, and goals; 
business processes; workload targets, indicators, and measures; distribution of time to tasks; 
responsibilities; authority; and relationships with and dependencies on other District units. SSC 
staff also reviewed documents provided by the District, including: 

• Organizational charts for the District and the department under review 

• Employee rosters and position control documents 

• Job descriptions 

• Samples of forms, procedures (if applicable), and documents used 

Based upon the information received through the interviews with staff and a review of the 
documents provided, what follows are SSC staff’s observations and analyses of the operations of 
the HR Department along with recommendations, where appropriate, for operational changes to 
improve efficiency and performance. 

Overall Observations 

Student enrollment is the primary driver of most revenues and expenditures for the District, 
including Local Control Funding Formula revenues and staffing and facility needs. The District 
experienced a slight increase in student enrollment up until 1999-00, when enrollment began to 
experience some variation—and it has been significantly declining since that time. From the peak 
enrollment of 6,752 in 1999-00, the District’s student population has declined significantly by 22% 
to 5,247 in 2020-21. The enrollment history for the District is displayed in the following chart. 
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Figure 1: District Enrollment 

 

The District has experienced an acute decline in enrollment and anticipates a continuance in the 
foreseeable future. Declining or even flat enrollment places pressure on the District to reduce 
expenditures each year. Typically, a district with declining enrollment is unable to reduce 
expenditures quickly enough to keep pace with the drop in revenues based on enrollment and 
average daily attendance. This is because reducing staff and other costs directly related to the loss 
in students is not enough to keep up with the loss of revenues—other staff and programs have to 
be cut.  

These distinctions are important within the scope of this report, as the analyses and 
recommendations are influenced by the fact that the District has been declining in enrollment for 
many years, and must continue to examine staffing levels as it relates the number of students the 
District serves. The functions within the HR Department included in this study are all necessary 
functions no matter the size of the district. However, looking at the way business is conducted in 
order to determine where efficiencies can be gained or services can be improved is of critical 
importance in ensuring the District’s continued success.  

Organizational Structure and Culture 

The organizational structure plays a key role in an educational agency’s ability to function 
effectively. A well-designed organization clearly specifies decision-making authority, information 
flow, and the roles and responsibilities of employees. To attract and retain quality staff, there needs 
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to be a clear career path and progression ladder to enhance the knowledge base and personal 
development for employees. 

The organizational culture also plays a pivotal role in an educational agency’s ability to achieve 
established goals. The collective attitudes, values, and behaviors of individuals and groups within 
any organization, and the traditions and norms they share, determine its culture.  

The ability of a district to provide services that meet the needs of students and the rest of the district 
in the most cost-effective manner is dependent upon its ability to build a strong culture where 
organizational values and expectations are shared and there is a commitment to investing in 
employees and operational effectiveness. A strong organization is one where organizational values 
and expectations are aligned with those of individuals and groups, resulting in high productivity, 
operational efficiency, and personal and organizational satisfaction. 

Organizations must consider the needs of their unique programs, instructional initiatives, and 
school community populations when determining staffing needs, and in particular the staffing 
levels and the position structures within each department. That is especially the case in the HR 
Department, where the distribution of work is not equitable, leaving some positions operating at 
less than 100% capacity. Role clarity must be emphasized in these situations and policies and 
procedures must be well developed, clearly communicated, and implemented with fidelity. 
Recommendations are made later in this report related to the allocation of essential functions to 
positions within the HR Department.  

It is also important to emphasize that during the pandemic in which school agencies closed for the 
first time in modern history and immediately shifted to distance learning programs and support 
services for students, the District’s priorities have likely shifted. SSC staff also provides some 
considerations for a modernized work environment which digitizes processes and streamlines HR 
procedures.  
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Human Resources Department 

Standard 

An HR department is responsible for the legal requirements associated with HR management and 
for staff recruitment. Staff must work in concert with appropriate administrators and supervisors 
in evaluation of personnel, maintenance of personnel records, and personnel procedures. Staff must 
also be appropriately trained and operate within the framework of district policies adopted by the 
Board of Trustees, and comply with the California Education Code, and all other applicable state 
and federal laws. These standards apply regardless of the size of the agency. The variable factor is 
the staffing allocated to the department for oversight of the standards and protocols.  

Illustrated in Figure 2 are the essential components of an effective HR department. The consistent 
implementation of standard operating procedures by qualified staff form the foundation of a highly 
effective HR department. Finally, communication in the form of written procedures and formal 
training sessions ensure internal and external customers receive the information needed to comply 
with the standards of the department.  

 

As seen in Figure 2, an HR department should be adequately structured and staffed to support the 
educational agency in all of its needs with regard to the management of personnel. This includes: 

Systemic
Communication

Standards 
Procedures 

Systems

Qualified 
Personnel

Figure 2: Essential Components of an HR Department 
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• A comprehensive classification and pay system 

• Clear policies and procedures for the recruitment, selection, and evaluation of employees to 
ensure competency, accountability, and productivity 

• A system of providing ongoing training to enhance employee and supervisor development and 
to ensure appropriate implementation of policies and procedures 

• Standardized policies and practices for compliance with federal and state regulations and local 
collective bargaining agreements 

• Communication systems, employee recognition programs, quality of life programs, and other 
activities to enhance employee relations, productivity, and wellness 

Analysis 

The HR Department is responsible for the activities involving the District’s regular employees as 
well as substitutes and other short-term employees required for daily operations and instructional 
services and consists of the staff positions illustrated in Figure 3. All positions within the 
department report to the Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources position, which was in 
transition at the time of SSC’s fieldwork. Consequently, the Assistant Superintendent position is 
discussed as it relates to the organizational structure of the department, absent the perspective of 
the incumbent.  

Review of the job duties of some positions assigned to the HR Department indicate that their 
essential job functions are not related to employee management, or other responsibilities 
commonly assigned as an HR function. These positions, the Bilingual Assistant and the Clerical 
Assistant I, will be discussed later in this section; however, the assignment of duties for these 
positions is an important consideration when reviewing overall department staffing allocations. 
Although the overall staffing allocation reflected in Figure 3 is 7.0 full-time equivalent (FTE), 
there are 4.0 FTE assigned full-time to HR duties, with the Clerical Assistant I which functions in 
a partial HR capacity (approximately 0.9 FTE1).  

  

 
1FTE determination based on interviews with staff 
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Figure 3: Current HR Department Staff Positions 

HR Staff 
Position FTE  

Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources1 1.00 
Personnel Administrative Assistant (Confidential) 1.00 
Personnel Analyst (Confidential) 1.00 
Personnel Specialist 1.00 
Personnel Technician 1.00 
Bilingual Technician2 1.00 
Clerical Assistant I3 1.00 

Total Assigned FTEs: 7.00 
Source: District-provided data 
1Position is currently vacant 
2Duties are not related to HR functions 
3Duties are partially related to HR functions 

At the time of our study, there were deficiencies in personnel systems and HR processes which 
impacted support provided to District employees. These factors are attributed to the current 
organizational structure of the HR Department and the imbalance of work assigned to particular 
positions.  

HR Department Positions 

As the organizational structure of the HR Department is discussed, it is important to note that this 
analysis focuses on the positions within the department, and the work that is assigned to those 
positions. Our analysis is evaluative of the functions assigned to staff as it relates to organizational 
effectiveness, not employee performance. During fieldwork, the general observation was that the 
HR Department is struggling in its ability to effectively serve employees and district educational 
partners. Challenges within the HR Department can be attributed to a lack of consistent and 
frequent communication within the HR Department and with other departments and school sites; 
challenges with executing systems that are in place; lack of collaboration with other departments; 
duplicative protocols and procedures; and the uneven distribution of assigned duties within the HR 
Department.  

The current organizational structure and assignment of work of the HR Department emerged as an 
area of concern which required further examination. The HR Department positions section of this 
analysis includes detailed descriptions of the current workload of each position within the HR 
Department and provides context to the subsequent recommendations for reorganization of the 
department.  
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Department Leadership 

As noted previously, the Assistant Superintendent position was in a transitionary phase at the time 
of fieldwork and HR Department oversight was provided on an interim basis by the Deputy 
Superintendent position as illustrated in Figure 4. The most current job description for the Assistant 
Superintendent, Human Resources was attached to a job posting for the position dated in 2013. 
Review of the general duties assigned reflect responsibilities for the oversight and operations of 
all HR functions, in addition to the supervision of HR staff. Essential responsibilities also include 
management of the rules and regulations of the Merit System, including the recruitment, selection, 
and retention of classified personnel.  

Figure 4: Organizational Chart 

 
Source: Provided by District 

Interviews with staff indicate that the previous organizational structure included another 
management position in the department, a Human Resources Director which was responsible for 
communicating with the Personnel Commission and general oversight of the Merit System within 
the District. After the elimination of the position, duties related to the Personnel Commission were 
distributed throughout the department, and this has impacted the workload for some positions, in 
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addition to creating some gaps in managing classified employees. For the most part, interviewees 
reported that the Personnel Commission is managed by the Commissioners; however, the District’s 
responsibility in maintaining the Merit System requires staff in the HR Department to be assigned 
to manage the Personnel Commission.  

In addition, the reduction of the Director position leaves the Department with one functioning 
supervisory/management position, and this has contributed to the operational difficulties within 
the HR Department. It is noted that the transition plan was in process at the time of fieldwork, and 
this included the consideration of the Assistant Superintendent position. Due to the observed 
struggles within the Department that were operational in nature, it would be beneficial for the 
District to consider operational needs and management of the Personnel Commission 
responsibilities when configuring the new HR leadership structure. It is recommended that the 
District examine the feasibility of reinstating the Human Resources Director position. This would 
assist the District in assigning oversight responsibilities for the Personnel Commission and provide 
support for classified employee management. 

Administrative Support  

The Personnel Administrative Assistant is a multifunctional confidential position, supporting 
various tasks within the HR Department. Review of the job description, which was last updated in 
2014, indicates that the position reports to the Assistant Superintendent, and essential duties are 
described as highly skilled and highly responsible secretarial work, assisting the administrator with 
complex and routine administrative tasks and other clerical operations related to the administrator's 
responsibility. In addition to regularly assigned duties, some duties from various desks within HR 
have been reassigned to the Personnel Administrative Assistant position. This has resulted in the 
desk maintaining a significantly higher work load than other positions within the Department. 

The management of both employee benefits and leave for the District are handled in the HR 
Department, and the Personnel Administrative Assistant position is responsible for the 
administration of the benefit program and notifications and communication related to long-term 
leave for certificated employees. Review of the job description indicates that the position’s benefit 
and leave responsibilities are an essential function. The level of responsibility is described as 
helping or providing assistance, whereas interviews during fieldwork indicate that the position is 
responsible for administration of the benefit program, and a high level of oversight of employee 
leave is required, including the duties listed in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Employee Benefits and Leave Management Duties  

Health and Welfare Benefit 
Administration Employee Leave Management 

Regularly Assigned Duties  Regularly Assigned Duties  
Benefit committee management Long-term employee leaves (certificated) 
Open enrollment FMLA2/CFRA3 notification 
Termination of benefits Personal leaves 
COBRA1 administration Unpaid leave of absence 
Retiree benefits   
Death benefits   
New hire benefit administration 
(certificated employees)   

1Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
2Family and Medical Leave Act 
3California Family Rights Act 

It is determined that there is a misalignment of the responsibilities involved with employee benefit 
administration and employee leave management assigned to the Personnel Administrative 
Assistant position, and the duties described on the job description which are clerical in nature.  

Confidential and Technical Positions 

There are three positions in the HR Department that are assigned to employee management duties 
for both certificated and classified employees. Review of the job descriptions, which were all last 
updated in 2014, indicate that the Personnel Analyst, Personnel Technician, and Personnel 
Specialist positions function with independence and apply a high degree of analysis and technical 
expertise in the performance of the assigned essential duties.  However, due to an inequitable 
distribution of work amongst the positions, and the resulting inefficiencies, operations within the 
HR Department are greatly impacted. In addition, due to the overlap of duties assigned to the 
Personnel Administrative Assistant position, the essential duties assigned to the position will also 
be discussed in this section.  

The Personnel Analyst position (1.0 FTE) is a confidential position, assigned to general employee 
management tasks related to certificated and classified employees. Review of the job description 
indicates that the position reports to the Assistant Superintendent, and essential duties are 
described as controlling and directing the classified personnel program in compliance with the 
Merit System, performing a variety of highly complex and technical clerical work, and serving as 
the credentials specialist, in addition to providing assistance regarding employee benefits. During 
fieldwork, it was communicated that the incumbent was responsible for maintaining employee 
data in the Los Angeles County Office of Education (LACOE) Human Resources System (HRS) 
for certificated employees, credential assignment monitoring, live scan fingerprinting 
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administration, and other duties that are related to certificated employment for the most part. Of 
note, the job description for the Personnel Analyst position indicates responsibilities for both 
employee leave and benefit programs; however, these duties for certificated employees currently 
reside with the Personnel Administrative Assistant.  

In addition to general employee management duties, the job description for the Analyst position 
indicates a high level of responsibility related to the administration of the District’s Personnel 
Commission as illustrated in Figure 6. Interviews conducted during fieldwork do not specify that 
the assigned duties related to the Personnel Commission are being completed by this position. 
Department staff indicate that the personnel commission duties are impacting the workload 
distribution within the department, and it is observed that there is opportunity to clearly assign the 
duties listed in Figure 6 to the Personnel Analyst position in order to help streamline this 
responsibility area. This is also due to many of the duties assigned to the position currently being 
handled by the Personnel Administrative Assistant position.  

Figure 6: Personnel Commission Essential Duties 

Personnel Analyst 

Personnel Commission Essential Duties  

Plans, organizes, controls, and directs the classified personnel program in 
compliance with California Education Code and the rules and regulations of 
the Merit System 

Establishes eligibility lists and certifies to hiring authority 

Assures district classified personnel actions are in compliance with the rules 
and regulations of the Merit System, Education Code, federal, state, and 
District policies 

Prepares Personnel Commission agenda and minutes 

Develops and prepares the annual preliminary budget for personnel 
commission operations 

Serves as a liaison to the Personnel Commission (meetings, weekly updates, 
and website maintenance, etc.) 

Source: Personnel Analyst Job Description 

The Personnel Technician position (1.0 FTE) is part of the classified bargaining unit and is 
responsible for management of classified employment matters. The job description includes duties 
such as, performing a wide variety of personnel transactions that pertain to applicants and 
classified employees; and inputting and maintaining employee data in the HRS and the District’s 
personnel records system to ensure accuracy in position control and employee payroll. In addition, 
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the position assists with medical benefits and data entry for unpaid employee leaves. Interviews 
conducted during field work indicate that the daily job duties performed align closely with the 
essential functions described in the job descriptions, with the exception of responsibilities related 
to benefits and employee leave. Similar to the Personnel Administrative Assistant position, the 
Personnel Technician is responsible for long-term leave management and benefit administration 
for classified employees, and this level of responsibility and oversight is not described in the 
current job description for this position. This is an area of concern due to the significant impacts 
to workload this position incurs with the assignment of this work.  

Also, part of the classified bargaining unit is the Personnel Specialist position which is assigned 
1.0 FTE to the HR Department. Review of the job description indicates that essential functions of 
the position include professional-level duties related to the District’s recruitment and selection 
activities; maintain comprehensive personnel record management; provide assistance, counsel, 
and information regarding insurance and a variety of other employee benefits programs; and 
support other general classified employment details. In addition, the position is responsible for 
employee testing requirements, and the calculation of salaries and employee probation periods 
(classified employees).  

The job description for the Personnel Specialist position reflects responsibilities related to 
employee benefits. In fact, the job description for this position includes the most detailed 
information regarding employee benefits in terms of essential duties as illustrated in Figure 7. In 
contrast, interviews with staff indicate that the position does not handle any tasks involving 
employee benefit administration and is focused more on recruitment and selection processes. 
Responsibility for the handling of classified employee benefits is assigned to the Personnel 
Technician position, which, as noted earlier, is a misalignment of assigned work according to the 
job description for that position. Due to the current salary assigned to both the Personnel 
Technician and Personnel Specialist positions, modification of the assignment of work related to 
benefits should be prioritized to ensure alignment with the current job description and 
commensurate compensation assigned to each position.   

Figure 7: Benefits Administrator Essential Duties 

Personnel Specialist 

Benefit Administration Essential Duties 
Provides assistance, counsel, and information regarding insurance 
and a variety of other employee benefits programs 
Assists in the preparation of the necessary documentation to enroll, 
change status, and terminate employee benefits 

Assures compliance of federal and state COBRA notifications 
Source: Personnel Specialist Job Description 
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Documentation gathered during fieldwork and interviews with staff support the earlier observation 
that the confidential, technical, and the Personnel Administrative Assistant positions within the 
HR Department are not functioning as effectively as they could be. Due to the significant concerns 
involving these positions, an additional workload analysis was completed. Figure 8 illustrates a 
functional job analysis which includes the job title, position classification, and the most recent date 
that the job description was reviewed and updated. It is determined that all job descriptions in 
Figure 8 are outdated, and do not accurately depict the work performed by the incumbents of the 
positions. In addition, a summary of duties from the job description is included. This summary of 
information is not intended to comprehensively describe position duties, but to provide an 
overview of the current duties assigned to the positions. The Current Assigned Duties listed in 
Figure 8 describe the incumbent’s description of their daily work and essential responsibilities. 
Like the Job Description Summary, this information is provided to describe the daily work of each 
position.  

In review of the job descriptions for the Personnel Analyst, Personnel Specialist, Personnel 
Technician, and Personnel Administrative Assistant positions, it is determined that there is a 
significant discrepancy between assigned work and duties described as essential functions in the 
job descriptions as illustrated in Figure 8. In addition, the current workload assigned to the 
Personnel Technician has taken on the benefit duties that are assigned to the Personnel Special 
position. Review of the workload assigned to the Personnel Analyst and Personnel Specialist 
positions indicates that the duties assigned are not representative of the full capacity the positions.  

It is noted that oversight and management of certificated personnel matters is not clearly assigned 
within all department level positions, with the exception of the Personnel Analyst and the 
Personnel Administrative Assistant. However, the duties listed are minimal and involve credential 
monitoring, leave management, and support for disciplinary procedures. This is noted as a 
significant area of concern and should be addressed through the reconfiguration of the department 
duties.  
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Figure 8: Job Function Analysis 

Position Title Personnel Analyst  Personnel Technician  Personnel Specialist  Personnel Administrative Assistant 

Job Classification Confidential  Classified Bargaining Unit Classified Bargaining Unit Confidential  

Job Description Date June 2014 June 2014 June 2014 June 2014 

Job Description 
Summary 

Assures district classified personnel 
actions are in compliance with the rules 
and regulations of the Merit System, 
Education Code, federal, state and District 
policies 
 
Verification of teaching credentials; 
maintains personnel records and serves as 
a specialist on certificated credentials and 
classified employment  
 
Maintains pool of substitute teachers 

Maintains employee data in the HRS—
applicants and classified employees 
 
Data entry of classified hire request forms 
 
Work with payroll in employment status 
for payroll processes (HRS forms and 
position control) 
 
Assists with medical benefits to enroll, 
change status and terminate employee 
benefits 

Employee recruitment, examination and 
selection, personnel employment 
processing and other related functions 
(classified) 
 
Employee benefit information and 
conducts a general service orientation 
(includes COBRA) 
 
Calculate salaries and employee 
probationary periods 
 
Classified evaluation timelines 

Highly skilled secretarial work and clerical 
operations to support the HR 
administrator position  
 
Maintain long-term certificated absence 
records 
 
Assists with recruitment processes 
 
Assists with medical benefits for current 
and retired employees 

Current Assigned Duties         

  HRS (certificated) Recruitment and selection (classified) Classified evaluation timelines Health and welfare benefit management 
(certificated) 

  Live Scan—Department of Justice (DOJ) 
records 

Maintain eligibility list for Personnel 
Commission HR request form management (classified) Open enrollment 

  Assignment monitoring Assignment letters Employee testing requirements COBRA administration 
  Verification of employment Classified evaluation timelines Employee recruitment processes Retiree benefits 

  Public information requests Health and welfare benefits (classified)   Long-term leave management 
(certificated) 

  Position control  Long-term leave management (classified)   Board agenda items 
  Credentialing Verification of employment   Annual notices 
    HRS (classified)    New teacher week 
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As discussed throughout this section regarding the confidential and technical positions, the 
workload involving the management of employee benefits limits the department’s ability to be 
productive and effectively manage work. Review of assigned responsibilities indicates that the 
work requires multiple layers of oversight, and the fragmented and, in some cases, duplicative 
nature of assigned duties, is not operationally sound. The District should prioritize further review 
of the feasibility of allocating the management of employee benefits to the HR Department given 
the significant procedural challenges it creates. The review should be conducted in collaboration 
with Business Services and evaluate the capacity of each department to manage the benefit and 
leave functions. 

Bilingual Technician  

The Bilingual Technician position (1.0 FTE) is assigned to the HR Department, and as noted 
previously in this section, the duties described in the job description are not related to HR 
functions. The Bilingual Technician position is assigned duties regarding translation services for 
written and oral communications, bilingual translation services for Individualized Education Plans 
and interpretation support during public meetings. Interviews conducted during fieldwork indicate 
that the position also responds to employee records requests in addition to managing volunteer 
applications. The incumbent provides clerical support to the HR Department on an intermittent 
basis by helping with interview packets and other filing needs. Review of the duties assigned to 
this position indicates that the essential functions are related to pupil personnel services, and the 
District should consider the reassignment of this position to the department responsible for pupil 
personnel functions.  

Clerical Assistant I  

The Clerical Assistant I is also assigned to the HR Department as a 1.0 FTE staffing allocation. 
Position duties are described as routine clerical work such as filing, proofreading, and typing 
responsibilities. In addition, this position is responsible for managing the District’s telephone 
system and serves as the district office receptionist. The job description for this position is 
determined to be severely outdated as it was initially created in 1967, with the last update occurring 
in 2009. Many of the duties listed as essential responsibilities are obsolete, and not aligned with 
current office standards and practices. In addition, interviews with staff indicates that the position 
also handles the substitute caller system and these duties are not listed on the job description. The 
District should consider prioritizing updating of the Clerical Assistant I job description to ensure 
it accurately reflects the assigned scope of work.  

The Clerical Assistant I position is assigned responsibility for managing the employee attendance 
and absence tracking system. The District uses the Frontline software system (Aesop) for 
employee attendance and absence tracking. As shared during interviews, the main responsibilities 
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at this time are related to substitute assignment and certificated daily absence reporting. The 
majority of the duties involve ensuring that substitute coverage is provided at the school sites, as 
classified and management employees are not regularly utilizing Aesop. Although the job 
description does not reflect HR-related work, the incumbent indicates that they spend 
approximately 90% of their time monitoring Aesop.  After review of the workload of the Clerical 
Assistant I position, it is determined that there is capacity to better utilize the position within the 
HR Department to provide more support for daily employee attendance recording and substitute 
management tasks. It is recognized that the desk experiences high traffic and requires a high level 
of attention: however, this is attributed to the absence of structure and duplicative processes 
involving absence tracking which take more time than is necessary.  

At the time of fieldwork, there was no evidence of training offered to monitor Aesop, which creates 
concern in the HR Department’s ability to provide the support required for the incumbent to 
successfully take on additional duties regarding absence tracking. In addition, formal training 
should be provided to the incumbent of the position to ensure the District’s ability to comply with 
leave entitlements provided by collective bargaining agreements, and federal and state leave laws.  

Inefficiencies within the Department are largely due to the haphazard assignment of duties to 
positions in HR.  Specifically, some duties are misassigned, some positions are assigned too many 
duties, while others have duplicative tasks assigned to their desk. In addition, duties have been 
assigned within the department according to the skillset possessed by the employee, versus the 
essential responsibilities listed on the job description. While the intent of the assigned work is to 
provide more support, in practice it has impacted HR Department efficiency by inserting 
duplicative steps into processes resulting in fragmented workflows.  

It is difficult for staff to answer questions, provide status updates, and comply with HR Department 
standards when there is an absence of role clarity and there are many positions involved in one 
process. Appropriately assigning a function to a primary staff person, who is responsible and 
accountable for the work, assists in building professional capacity, effectiveness, and overall 
operational efficiency. Details regarding the duplication of work will be discussed throughout the 
Department Operations section of this report. In summary, the assignment of the work to positions 
within the Department is disorganized, lacking any obvious principle of organization, furthering 
the challenges of the fragmented and uneven distribution of workload. 

Recommendations 

1. The District should assign oversight and support for duties related to the Personnel 
Commission within the HR Department. This function requires a supervisory position to 
manage the administrative and/or clerical staff supporting the requirements of the District’s 
Merit System. Currently, the duties are loosely assigned throughout the department, with 
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ambiguity and confusion regarding who is ultimately responsible. Based on the Personnel 
Analyst job description, it is recommended that this position be assigned to provide 
administrative support in this area. 

2. It is recommended that the District consider the operational needs of the HR Department 
and oversight of the Personnel Commission when staffing the HR leadership position. 
Due to the observed struggles within the Department that were operational in nature, it is 
recommended that the District consider operational needs and management of the Personnel 
Commission responsibilities when configuring the new HR leadership structure. It would be 
beneficial for the District to examine the feasibility of reinstating the Human Resources 
Director position. This would assist the District in assigning oversight responsibilities for the 
Personnel Commission and provide support for classified employee management. 

3. The Bilingual Technician position should be reassigned to a department within 
Educational Services. The duties assigned to this position are related to student matters, and 
not in support of HR functions. Although the position provides minimal clerical support in HR, 
tasks such as filing and record retrieval can be reassigned or handled through the 
implementation of technology resources.  

4. Evaluate the duties of the Clerical Assistant I position to determine capacity and utilize 
the position more effectively in the HR Department. There is a significant need for 
additional support for daily employee attendance recording and substitute management tasks. 
It is recognized that the desk experiences high traffic and requires a high level of attention; 
however, this is attributed to the absence of structure and duplicative processes involving 
absence tracking which take more time than is necessary. This change in duties will provide a 
multi-layer support approach which is required to accurately document absence records. It is 
recommended that training and additional resources are provided to the incumbent of the 
position in concert with the implementation of this change.  

5. Restructure workload and responsibilities to create a comprehensive distribution of 
duties amongst confidential and technical positions in the HR Department. The 
misalignment of assigned work, and unequitable workload distribution is significantly 
impacting department operations. The changes recommended are as follows:  

a. Evaluate the assignment of work of employee benefits and reassign the job duties involving 
benefit management from the Personnel Administrative Assistant (certificated benefits) 
and Personnel Technician (classified benefits) desks to the Personnel Specialist position. 
This change would align with the job description and is commensurate with the 
compensation assigned to each position. It is noted that employee management includes 
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recruitment and selection processes, so should this change be implemented, modifications 
to recruitment responsibilities assigned to the Personnel Technician positions are required.  

b. Reassign duties related to certificated employee management to the Personnel 
Administrative Assistant position. Certificated personnel management is one of the most 
important assignments within the HR Department and the responsibilities are not clearly 
assigned. This change is feasible only if benefits and long-term leave management are also 
reassigned and no longer handled by the Personnel Administrative Assistant.  

6. The District should consider the reassignment of duties in the HR Department to create 
streamlined approaches to the workflow. Figure 9 represents a sample functional 
organizational chart which lists key responsibilities in the HR Department, and the proposed 
reassignment of duties. It is noted that these changes are recommendations and are in alignment 
for the most part with the approved job descriptions for each existing position. However, the 
changes require careful review, and may call for modification to approved job descriptions. In 
addition, professional learning, training, and resources provided to staff are required to 
successfully reassign some of the duties. Due to the Bilingual Technician position 
recommendation, it is not included in the organizational chart. Responsibilities which require 
assignment between the departments, employee management, and benefits are illustrated as 
unassigned to reflect the recommendation regarding reassignment of these duties. 

7. It is recommended that the District evaluate current staffing levels, the capacity of 
current positions, and reassign duties related to benefits and leave management between 
the HR and Business Departments. The assignment of health and welfare benefits and 
employee leave management are noted as significantly impacting operations in the HR and 
Business Departments. The District includes essential functions involving both of the 
responsibilities areas in HR and this is an unusual configuration due to the operational 
workloads involved. The common assignment of these duties is that Business Services 
manages benefits and HR is responsible for leave management. This decision should be made 
in collaboration with HR and Business Services leadership and consider staffing levels and 
capacity within each department. This recommendation is also interwoven with a 
recommendation regarding leave management made later in this report. Should the District 
move forward with the restructuring of the department and reassignment of duties discussed in 
this report, an evaluation of staffing levels assigned to the HR Department would be beneficial 
to determine if the appropriate level of staff are assigned to HR functions. 

8. It is recommended that the District prioritize the updating of HR Department job 
descriptions to ensure alignment with assigned roles, responsibilities, and duties. This will 
assist with the communication regarding the position’s role and function, and also with holding 
staff accountable. The District should consider updating the job descriptions to keep pace with 
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the actual work being performed—not only for compliance with statutes but also for placing 
an employee with the appropriate skills in a job classification and holding each employee 
accountable for performing the functions within the job description. The HR Department job 
descriptions for positions included in our review were either significantly outdated or some 
duties are considered obsolete and will significantly impede the District’s ability to evaluate 
assigned work, make effective revisions to the organizational structure, and improve 
organizational culture.  

Finalization of the job description should be done through a collaborative process involving the 
Personnel Commission, staff and supervisors and ensure uniformity in terms of essential 
components. The essential components of a job description are:  

• Position Heading: This includes the job title, pay grade, and the reporting relationship of the 
position, including any supervisory responsibilities assigned to the position. 

• Summary Objective of the Position: The general responsibilities and description of key tasks, 
including the relationship with customers and coworkers, and the results expected of 
incumbent employees.  

• Qualifications: The education, experience training, and technical skills necessary for entry 
into the job. 

• Job Duties and Responsibilities: Identified tasks that make up 90% to 95% of the work. Tasks 
should be listed in order of importance and based on the amount of time spent completing the 
job responsibility. 

• Special Demands: Extraordinary conditions applicable to the job (for example, heavy lifting, 
prolonged standing or travel), if any.
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Figure 9: HR Organizational Chart with Roles and Responsibilities 
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HR Communication and Culture 

Standard 

An HR department is responsible for ensuring that its operational procedures are clear, well 
communicated, and consistently implemented. As indicated earlier in this report, policies and 
procedures are the link between a district’s core mission and its day-to-day operations, answer the 
“what” and “how” of an individual’s or group’s assigned work, and allow employees to understand 
their roles and responsibilities without constant management intervention.  

Well-written policies and procedures ensure consistent implementation of effective practices, 
increase efficiencies, reduce potential errors and mitigate risks, and allow managers to hold 
employees accountable to predetermined standards. Policies and procedures should be clearly 
communicated in a division procedures manual or shared in electronic files. The HR department 
should ensure that division procedures are reviewed on an ongoing basis and that changes are 
communicated at regularly scheduled staff meetings.  

HR managers are responsible for the development of division procedures and ensuring that they 
are communicated to nonmanagement staff, and that staff is involved in their ongoing review and 
revisions. HR nonmanagement staff should develop individual desk manuals for all of the HR 
functions for which they are held responsible, and the division should have a process in place for 
cross-training.  

HR department staff members should be provided staff development opportunities to keep abreast 
of the ever-changing laws and regulations related to HR and to most efficiently and effectively 
carry out their duties. An HR department should identify training needs of each individual and 
prepare a training plan, which should include some ongoing needs, such as keeping up to date on 
credential information, and one-time needs, such as training a new staff member on how to 
generate reports from the human resources technology system. 

To ensure efficient operations, the department should also use an HR annual calendar to ensure it 
meets all timelines required by policy, statute, and local collective bargaining agreements. For 
example, the HR annual calendar would identify when division staff are required to: 

• Generate evaluation lists and timelines for certificated and classified staff and send to 
supervisors with all templates/forms 

• Prepare and distribute annual notices to employees 

• Plan and prepare for California Basic Educational Data System reporting  
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• Schedule and/or conduct annual contract management, grievance processing, investigation, 
evaluation, and documentation and discipline training 

• Prepare certificated and classified seniority lists as needed (guidelines determined for “same 
date of hire” criteria) 

• Prepare resolutions/action items for March 15 reassignment, transfer, release of 
principals/administrators 

• Prepare resolutions/action items for March 15 service of letters of possible layoff/reassignment 
of certificated employees 

• Prepare reasonable assurance letters to employees 

This list is provided for illustrative purposes only and is in no way comprehensive, as there are 
many more activities for which the human resources function is responsible.  

Analysis 

Interviews with HR Department staff reflects that they perceive the work environment to include 
positive interdepartmental interactions and they conveyed a general interest in providing a high 
level of service to support the employees of the District. However, it was clear during fieldwork 
that the department struggles to operate effectively due to the lack of integrated procedures and 
protocols, deficient interdepartmental communication practices, and a lack of professional training 
for staff. In addition, the assignment of work is confusing resulting in a lack of role clarity within 
the department. HR staff indicate that they each operate independently, and do not integrate their 
work effectively, nor do they regularly collaborate. Due to the lack of cross-training, employees 
believe that should they need to be absent, their tasks will not be completed.  This also contributes 
to the belief that they cannot take any of their accrued vacation hours or schedule time off as this 
was consistently communicated by various staff during interviews.   

A fundamental concept of HR management is legal compliance, as it is one of the HR 
Department’s most important roles within the District. Interviews with department staff did not 
reflect a high level of acknowledgement of their job responsibilities and the connection to statutory 
compliance. The lack of compliance accountability, and the performance of duties with no 
apparent understanding of legal requirements and industry best practices, puts the District at 
significant risk. The absence of collaboration and training was demonstrated during interviews 
with HR staff as they struggled with articulating their work, and the HR Department’s essential 
purpose within the District. These challenges present an opportunity for the District to provide 
professional learning for HR staff to improve general HR knowledge within the department, 
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provide the resources they need to work effectively, and to create a system of compliance 
accountability.  

The inefficiencies within the department are not due to a lack of effort from staff, as they feel 
completely overwhelmed with their workload, and are eager for suggested improvements; 
however, there is a general perception that change, and improvement hasn’t been supported in the 
past. Historically, professional learning has been to rely on in-house training, or that the previous 
incumbent trains the new staff member. While this is a commonly utilized method in school 
agencies, there are unintentional outcomes which negatively impact department operations. In-
house training relies on the skill set of the exiting employee, and their knowledge about the scope 
of work. Existing employees may have been trained using outdated practices, or their 
understanding of the work may not align with the current initiatives. There is an identified need 
within the HR Department to provide formal and continuous trainings (HR-related workshops, 
Google certification, legal compliance, and absence management trainings), in addition to on-the-
job learning.  

The culture within the HR Department reflects an environment of indifference to compliance and 
providing a high standard of support and services. As discussed earlier, this is not attributed to the 
staff individually, but to the overall dysfunctional management of department procedures, 
protocols, and communication practices. In addition, HR staff have not been offered the 
appropriate training and professional learning opportunities to do their jobs with accuracy. During 
fieldwork, it was apparent that staff had requested support or training in the past but either did not 
receive a response or were informed there were no funds available to support this department need.  
Examples of training were provided during fieldwork, and they included HR publication 
subscriptions (purchased by the employee), overhearing others talk about initiatives and changes 
in the law, or creating their own processes that work for the desk and incumbent. Over time, the 
absence of support in these areas leaves staff believing that the Department is not a priority and 
employee development is not valued by the District. These observations are noted as significant 
concerns and should be addressed by the District as a priority.  

Recommendations 

9. Reconsider the HR Department’s method of communication. The HR Department should 
implement structured training and communication opportunities where HR-related matters can 
be shared, and employees can be apprised of compliance requirements, while receiving job-
related information. All HR Department staff should be included in communications and 
trainings that are relevant to their job duties or may impact their position. This recommendation 
should be prioritized in the current environment to ensure information related to employee 
leaves and other personnel related topics to COVID-19 are clearly communicated to all District 
staff.  
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10. Implement collaborative practices within the HR Department and with other 
departments and site personnel. Creating a culture of collaboration requires meaningful 
engagement from the HR Department. In order to educate HR Department staff on important 
events, and District initiatives, it is recommended that the District require participation in 
activities that encourage a high level of support and customer service such as: staff attendance 
at District meetings and participation on committees; debriefing staff regarding board meeting 
topics during HR Department meetings; informing staff of other departments’ initiatives and 
factors which may impact HR or require additional support; and sharing evidence of the impact 
of the HR Department’s work with staff—strengthening the connection to the classroom. 
Additional information regarding intentional collaboration actions and customer service 
standards are included in Appendix A and B.  

11. It is recommended that the HR Department and Business Services Department 
leadership establish interdepartmental meetings. Due to the overlap of work, it is critical to 
maintain effective communication between the Business Services and HR Departments. 
Communication systems are built through intentional activities and actions such as shared files 
and standardized forms, regularly scheduled staff meetings with all staff in attendance, 
discussions regarding roles and responsibilities of each department member, and creating a 
culture of accountability. It is noted that the implementation of these practices will require the 
involvement of department leadership to oversee the interactions and implement policy.  

12. Develop a professional learning plan for HR Department staff. In order to address the acute 
need for HR training within the department, it is recommended that the Assistant 
Superintendent of HR develop individual learning plans for each employee. This practice is 
particularly useful during the annual review and evaluation process to facilitate conversations 
regarding professional growth and development. The assigned trainings should be determined 
by the Assistant Superintendent with consideration of employee input and tailored to fit the 
individual development of each employee.  
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Department Operations 

HR departments are responsible for activities spanning a wide variety of core functions. While all 
aspects of the HR Department were examined, there are particular processes which emerged as 
requiring additional examination. This section examines HR Department functions that are critical 
to the operations of the District, significantly impact department efficiency, and that require further 
discussion.  

Department Policies and Procedures 

Standard 

An HR department is responsible for ensuring that its operational procedures are clear, well 
communicated, and consistently implemented. Policies and procedures are the link between a 
district’s core mission and its day-to-day operations and answer the “What?” and “How?” of an 
individual’s or group’s assigned work.  

Well-written policies and procedures allow employees to understand their roles and 
responsibilities while allowing management to guide operations without constant management 
intervention. Additionally, well-written policies and procedures: 

• Ensure consistent implementation of effective practices 

• Increase efficiencies 

• Reduce potential errors and mitigate risks 

• Allow managers to hold employees accountable to predetermined standards 

Policies and procedures should be clearly communicated in a department procedures manual or 
via shared electronic files and reviewed with department staff. HR should ensure that department 
procedures are reviewed on an ongoing basis and that changes are communicated at regularly 
scheduled staff meetings. HR nonmanagement staff should develop individual desk manuals for 
all of the HR functions for which they are held responsible, and the department should have a 
process in place for cross-training.  

To ensure efficient operations, an HR department should also use an annual calendar to ensure it 
meets all timelines required by policy, statute, and local collective bargaining agreements. An 
annual calendar of activities is a critical tool that can also be also used to communicate with others 
on current priorities, whose involvement is required, and where backup assistance may be needed. 
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Analysis 

To varying degrees, the HR Department has relied upon the skills and abilities of individuals in 
managing District operations rather than operational standards and formal operational policies and 
procedures. Consequently, there are minimal written procedures documenting many existing HR 
Department practices, and the absence of written procedures presents significant risks. 
Specifically, when individuals retire, resign, or otherwise separate from the District, so too go the 
skills, abilities, and relationships upon which day-to-day operations rely. Moreover, with the 
absence of policies and procedures, there are significant bottlenecks in timelines which creates a 
lack of trust from customers that the job will get done with accuracy.   

At the time of fieldwork, it was determined that current documented procedures are few and far 
between. As functions performed by certain positions in the HR Department have changed, staff 
members we interviewed indicated that some procedures may not be defined or assigned in the 
most efficient way. This factor corroborates the staff perspective that there is no cross-training or 
back-up plan in the event one of the staff members is absent. Most HR Department staff reported 
that they do not feel that there is a backup person or adequate training to perform their role in 
entirety if they are sick or on vacation for an extended period of time—this is further compounded 
by the lack of documented procedures or desk manuals for each position.   

Without proper cross-training and because of the time-sensitive and critical nature of HR 
operations, it is imperative that the District provide adequate coverage for the most essential 
services in order to mitigate risk. To ensure that the HR Department continues to operate and serve 
the District employees, clear policies and procedures must be in place, and each position must 
have, at a minimum, a fully trained backup for critical functions that cannot wait until the employee 
returns to work. The District should prioritize the recommendation to create written department 
procedures that are stored in shared files for all department staff to access. This will also help the 
District assess efficiencies within the department and identify procedural areas that require 
improvement.   

Figure 10 illustrates examples of some of the critical functions related to employee management 
procedures that emerged as concerns during fieldwork due to the absence of documented protocols. 
It is noted that Figure 10 provides examples of the procedures which require documentation as a 
reference, however, there are other functions that also require documentation.  
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Figure 10: Examples of Critical Functions 

Functional Area Procedure 

Personnel Requisitions 
(HR Request Form) 

• Form completion instructions 

• Routing processes 

• Appropriate documentation for new positions 

• Budget practices to ensure funding availability 

Employee Testing 
Requirements 

• Approval process for test content 

• HR administrator assigns testing requirements for classifications 

• Determine testing dates and schedules 

• Evaluate test results to determine viability of examinations 

Position Control 
Management 

• Define employee management tasks and create steps to complete 
critical procedures 

• Create reporting parameters and retrieve data frequently for HR 
administrator review  

Employee Verification 
Forms 

• Create a responsibility chart for verifications of employment, 
disability forms, and other external forms which require completion 

Live Scan—DOJ records 

• Create procedural document providing logins for designated back up 

• Data retrieval and notification practices  

• Include legal references in procedural information to help determine 
how to handle DOJ responses 

As discussed in detail earlier in this report, the workload of the HR Department staff was expressed 
as a concern by interviewees. There are a variety of factors which drive work demands in the HR 
Department, and one of those factors are employee hire rates. In order to measure workload, an 
analysis of new hire data is helpful in assessing the impacts to the HR Department.  

New hire data for both certificated and classified employees is illustrated in Figure 11. This 
information includes employment data for regular employees as substitutes were not included in 
the analysis due to the differences in hiring practices involved with the employee classifications, 
although it is important to acknowledge that the hiring processes for substitute employees also 
impacts work load. In order to consider the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on staffing needs, 
a three-year average is provided for both employee groups. Review of the data indicates that the 
District hired an average of 18.67 FTE classified employees and 12.00 FTE average certificated 
employees over a three-year period (fiscal years 2019-20 through 2021-22). It is determined that 
these numbers are not significant, and there are not any findings which indicate that the recruitment 
needs of the District are significantly impacting operations and require further review.  
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Figure 11: Certificated and Classified Employee New Hires 

School Year 
Certificated 
Employee 

 New Hires—FTE 

Classified  
Employee  

New Hires—FTE 
2019-20 15.00 20.00 
2020-21 18.00 9.00 
2021-22 3.00 27.00 
Average  12.00 18.67 
Source: District position control data 

The data request to develop Figure 11 was initially made to the HR Department prior to interviews 
with HR Department staff, and then again during interviews. However, a verified report from the 
position control system was not submitted. After fieldwork was completed, the request was 
submitted to the District administrative team, and the Assistant Superintendent of Business 
Services provided information from the District’s employee management system, HRS. This 
background information is included in the analysis due to the observation that HR Department 
staff seemed to have difficulty in providing employee data from the HRS system. In addition, the 
data that was submitted from HR staff came from multiple sources that did not appear to be 
generated by HRS, which correlates with the discussion earlier in this section regarding each staff 
member managing processes in ways that work for them, and the lack of streamlined work within 
the department.  

As indicated previously, the HR Department should use an annual calendar to ensure it meets all 
timelines required by policy, statute, and local collective bargaining agreements. Review of 
documentation submitted during fieldwork indicates that the District does not have an annual 
calendar of HR actions and deadlines that is shared with department staff and the departments and 
school sites that HR serves. A document dated 2010-11 was submitted during field work, titled 
“Human Resources Annual Calendar.” Review of the Human Resources Annual Calendar 
indicates that it is a task list that assigns work to positions within the department. While this is 
acknowledged as a useful tool, the date on the document is concerning, and there was only one 
employee who shared that it was available. There is no evidence that the document is used to 
communicate and plan within the department, and it is missing key deadlines and statutory 
references.  

An annual calendar should be used by all HR Department staff for planning and accountability 
purposes, as most activities in HR are driven by statutory timelines or timelines established in 
collective bargaining agreements. Management should use the calendar to balance workload 
department-wide and measure accountability and performance of the HR Department, and staff 
should use the calendar to plan the activities on their desk. An annual calendar is also a useful tool 
to share with other District departments and school site administrators to gain understanding of 
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their roles in the deadline-specific needs in order for the HR Department to be successful in 
supporting the District’s departments and school sites. 

District policies and procedures are communicated through board policy, and the HR department 
is responsible for compliance with policies related to Personnel (the 4000 series). The District’s 
Board of Education webpage has a link to the board policy and the policies were easily accessible. 
Review of the Personnel series of board policy reflects that personnel policies are out of date and 
require review. A cursory review indicates that the majority of the 4000 series were last updated 
in 2007, thus many may not be legally compliant.  

Employee Records Management and Office Environment 

Per District Board Policy (BP) 4112.6 Personnel Records, all personnel files are confidential and 
shall be available only to the employee, persons authorized by the employee, the Superintendent, 
and those authorized by the Superintendent. In addition, the Education Code, the California Labor 
Code, and Title 5 California Code of Regulations provide for the classification, retention, 
inspection, and destruction of school district records. Education Code Section (EC §) 44031 and 
Section 1198.5 of the Labor Code require that personnel file contents are complete and available 
for inspection. Based on the potential uses and viewers of personnel records, the District must take 
care to maintain unbiased, factual documentation that protects an employee’s right to 
confidentiality.  

During the fieldwork, employee files and confidential paperwork were not secured in locked file 
cabinets. The District must take immediate steps to protect employee privacy rights by securing 
documents containing personally identifiable information (PII) as required by law as well as 
ensuring the confidentiality of employee personnel records. Documents and files regarding 
employment and that contain confidential medical information, employee leaves, and employee 
discipline must be secured as they contain confidential information and PII. Storing the files in 
open spaces, and not in a locked room or file cabinet creates a significant and completely avoidable 
risk.  

There were also smaller boxes which contained index sized cards that included confidential 
employee information that were observed to be sitting on top of files and around HR staff desks. 
HR staff referred to the index cards as “History Cards,” which are the department’s method of 
tracking and documenting employee information. Details such as change of employee status, 
promotions, leaves, breaks in service, step increases, longevity, and other important data are 
documented on the employee History Card. This information belongs in both the electronic 
employee data management system and the employee’s confidential personnel file. Not only is the 
use of History Cards a duplication in procedure, but it is a concerning practice due to the 
accessibility of confidential employee information. Employee data management should be 
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streamlined and only housed in the District’s employee management systems and the employee’s 
personnel file.  

In addition to unsecured documents within the department, we found the HR office environment 
to be troubling. While the HR workspace is enclosed by metal file cabinets, the file cabinets do 
not lock, leaving confidential employee records inside unsecured. This is of concern as the work 
area is effectively open to visitors and employees who could go unobserved. Furthermore, some 
of the HR staff computer stations face the open walkway and there are no privacy screens over the 
monitors. The inability of staff to protect confidential employee information and PII puts the 
District at considerable risk.  

Discussion with staff regarding the workspace, indicates that they are aware of the issues with the 
HR office, and expressed concern about the unlocked files. Staff also communicated that they have 
requested file cabinets that can be secured in the past and the response was that there wasn’t an 
identified funding source for the purchase. Files that lock and workspaces that are conducive to a 
productive, secure, and confidential work environment are critical elements of an effective HR 
office. It is recommended that the District address this concern immediately to protect confidential 
employee information, and to secure important documents within the department by providing the 
resources needed in the HR office to serve the needs of district employees and mitigate legal risks.   

Technology and Resources 

Information technology resources are critical in ensuring that the management of employee 
information is timely and accurate, and that staff members are working efficiently and effectively. 
During the fieldwork for this study, the HR Department’s use of technology, or lack thereof, 
emerged as a significant concern, and is identified as one of the root causes for the department’s 
efficiency and productivity struggles.  

As part of the interview process, SSC engaged with staff to learn more about HR Department 
practices, and how the use of technology was integrated into the work. During these engagements, 
the interviewer found it difficult to identify technology resources within the department, and the 
way staff utilize technology in performing their work is unclear. This is attributed to the role clarity 
issues within department positions, absence of written procedures as noted earlier in this report, 
and finally, the scarcity of standardization for the use of technology amongst staff members within 
HR.  

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting sudden transition to a virtual workplace, 
the HR Department was forced to quickly pivot and modify the document management and 
procedural practices that were in place. According to HR staff, the previous processes were all 
paper based and not standardized. Meaning that, each desk in the department operated using forms 
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and processes that were unique to the individual employees that created them. These processes and 
forms were not vetted through a supervisor, nor were they shared amongst the department staff. 
Most staff when interviewed could not articulate what their colleagues did to complete their work 
or the technology and systems that other staff used. In continuance of the practices within the 
department, the response to the virtual workplace was varied and dependent on what the employee 
assigned to the work felt was the best way to address the need.  

Consequently, the response to the virtual workplace, and the need to digitize processes within the 
department were extremely varied. For example, some staff use Adobe Sign, while other use 
HelloSign to obtain electronic signatures from employees. In other cases, the certificated employee 
data is managed in a database which staff indicate was created in what is estimated to be 1989 or 
1990 and is in Microsoft Works. The Microsoft website indicates that production was stopped on 
this software in 2009 and no longer supported in current Window platforms. Of particular concern, 
is that staff indicated that the Microsoft Works database is being used in lieu of position control 
for certificated employees, which explains why the data request for new hire information discussed 
earlier in this analysis, was submitted in multiple formats. In contrast, the classified employee data 
is managed in the District’s HRS system, which aligns classified data with the information in 
position control. In addition to the use of multiple platforms for employee data management, 
department staff indicate that they also use Google Forms, Excel, and other individual technology 
tools to do their work. Due to the absence of written and documented procedures, verification of 
technology resources was not possible to conduct.  

HR Department staff recognize that the current practices and multiple uses of technology are 
impeding the Department’s ability to be operationally efficient. Interviews during fieldwork 
indicate that staff are frustrated with the length of time it takes them to complete their work and 
are concerned that they don’t know what is happening on other staff member desks for backup 
purposes. It was communicated that the District was exploring employee management platforms 
earlier in the 2021-22 school year. Staff interviews indicate that the software management 
platforms HeliosEd and Informed K12 were under consideration, and the District team chose 
HeliosEd. However, due to the current leadership transition within the HR Department, the 
proposal was not presented to the Governing Board for consideration. It was noted that HR staff 
were disappointed by this development, as they recognize the acute need for resources in this area.  

Although the District is exploring the acquisition of new software platforms to assist with 
employee management, the District should also consider the two software management systems 
currently in use by the District, which also include tools and resources to manage employment 
transactions such as onboarding, employee data management, and benefits management. Aesop is 
the platform that the District utilizes to manage substitutes, and the system offers other solutions 
to help districts manage employee information. While we do not make recommendations in this 
report regarding the utilization of one software system over another, it is important to recognize 
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that Aesop is already in use by the District, so it would be prudent for the District to explore the 
option of expanding the use of the system. In addition, EdJOIN.org, which is the website that the 
District utilizes for job postings, also offers tools for managing employee onboarding and 
orientation processes. 

During fieldwork, interviewees shared that LACOE was migrating to a new employee 
management system and the District was scheduled for migration to the new system within the last 
wave of implementation which is scheduled in a few years. The new system is BEST; however, 
due to the current struggles with employee data management, there is a heightened need to resolve 
those functions that are causing significant issues prior to migrating to the new system and to avoid 
any further disruptions in employee data management.  

Recommendations 

13. Create an HR Department procedures manual.  It is recommended that each position in the 
HR Department create a procedures manual which is shared electronically in a shared file. HR 
Department members should receive training regarding the procedures to encourage cross-
training within HR. The procedures should then be shared with site administrators during 
administrative meetings and reinforced by administration to ensure compliance. This 
recommendation should be prioritized due to the uncertainty with the current pandemic as it 
becomes more important than ever to ensure all critical District policies and procedures are 
clearly documented in the event staff needs to take a leave of absence.  

14. Develop desk manuals for each position in the HR Department. Given how critical HR 
Department functions are to the effective operation of the entire District, each person in the 
department should have written step-by-step procedures for accomplishing the responsibilities 
of his/her position. This will help provide consistent services to other departments and sites 
when HR employees are out. It is difficult to dedicate the time to this effort, but one way to 
tackle it is to determine which functions are legally required and present a considerable risk to 
the District—credential and assignment monitoring and the layoff process, for example—and 
making those functions a priority for getting documented. Each staff member could be assigned 
the responsibility for documenting one process each month—or at time intervals that work for 
the HR Department—and over time the procedures will be completed. Whenever a staff 
member is being trained on a process, it is a good time to either document the procedure, if it 
is not already done, or to review the procedure and update it if necessary. Then the procedures 
need to be stored in a location that is accessible by anyone else in the department that may 
need to back up that process. 

15. Implement cross-training opportunities for HR staff. Effective HR departments have a 
process for cross-training personnel. Having employees that can back each other up ensures 
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timely responses to the needs of employees; facilitates knowledge and understanding of 
department operations among all staff; and increases the skills of everyone and can create 
promotional opportunities. Additionally, holding regularly scheduled staff meetings is 
essential to building and maintaining a sense of shared purpose, teamwork, high morale and 
personal satisfaction, and efficient operations.  

16. Review Personnel Board Policies. We recommend that the District review and revise, as 
necessary, the Personnel (the 4000 series) Board Policies.  

17. Establish an annual calendar of HR Department activities. An annual calendar of activities 
in the HR Department should reflect, for each month, the significant activities that need to take 
place and the statutory or contractual deadlines that may apply. There will be strands that are 
consistent across the months—for example, the collective bargaining strand would include any 
regularly scheduled meetings with union leadership, deadlines for sunshining proposals for 
reopeners or successor agreements, and information or reports that need to be provided to union 
leadership. The staffing strand would consist of developing classroom staffing needs based on 
enrollment and changes in the instructional program, determining whether layoffs are needed 
and then implementing the layoff process, updating staffing needs as retirements and 
resignations are known, and then recruiting and hiring the right number and appropriately 
credentialed staff members so that they are in place for the start of school. A sample Human 
Resources Annual Calendar is included in Appendix C, which the District can customize to 
meet its needs. The annual calendar should be a standing agenda item for department staff 
meetings and should be used as a tool for communications and developing teamwork and cross-
training for staff in the department. It can also be used to equalize workload among staff as 
natural peaks and valleys occur. 

18. Ensure each personnel file and other confidential paperwork is filed and locked in a 
secure location. Based on the potential uses and viewers of personnel records, the District 
must take care to protect an employee’s right to confidentiality. All files and confidential 
paperwork should be filed and securely locked to ensure the protection of employee 
information. This recommendation includes that the History Cards are discontinued, and a plan 
to integrate the data documented on the History Cards is integrated in the HRS system and in 
personnel files, then the cards should either be destroyed or stored in a secured area.  

19. The District should purchase privacy screens for the HR office computer monitors. It is 
imperative that the HR Department protect confidential employee information and mitigate 
risk to the District. HR staff require the tools and resources to fulfill their critical role in 
managing the District’s confidential employee information and uphold privacy policies. This 
purchase will have a minimal fiscal impact and provide the necessary security measures 
required to protect District employee data.  
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20. Implement a long-term plan to employ technology (where feasible) to eliminate paper, 
automate processes, and increase efficiencies—this includes requiring all District staff to 
utilize the established technologies/software applications and not allow paper submittal 
exceptions. The implementation of an automated process is crucial in the District’s ability to 
execute efficient practices. The District should transition to an electronic solution for document 
storage to increase security and as well as improve access to documents. There are a number 
of software platforms available for electronic storage including some that are department 
specific. It is noted that an essential step in the automation of processes are written procedures 
and protocols. Due to the identified area of growth in this area, this recommendation is noted 
as a long-term recommendation. 

21. There is an observed need for certain technology resources related to technology within 
the HR department. This includes standardization of software platforms that are authorized 
for staff use, and the development of professional learning plans for staff so that they possess 
the skills necessary to operate the District’s systems. The implementation plan also includes 
support from the Technology department and District Administration. In order to assist the 
District with the development of a plan to address this high-need area, we provide a sample 
workplan (Figure 12) to help with the preparation process.  

Figure 12: HR Department Technology Implementation Plan 

Implementation Task Operational Consideration 

Assess Current 
Technology Systems in 
Use  

• Department leadership compiles list of software and technology 
resources in use on each desk within HR  

• Evaluate the cost of current systems in use 

Calculate the Capabilities 
of Current Tools in Use 

• Identify the Department needs for technology 

• Compare the needs with current technology capabilities 

• Designate the gaps in what is needed and the systems currently in 
use 

• It is advantageous to fully utilize the systems that the District has 
already purchased and are currently in use (minimization of work for 
set up and cost considerations) 

Determine Technology 
Resources for HR 
Department 

• District administration makes the decision regarding technology tools 
that will be utilized by the HR department—collaboration, 
integration, and communication with sites and departments the 
determining factor 

• Make recommendations to the Governing Board and provide a cost 
analysis  
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Implementation Task Operational Consideration 

Create Standards 
• Technology systems utilized are communicated as a department 

standard, and all staff are required to use the tools and resources 
provided 

Staff Training 

• The District provides both initial and ongoing training for staff to gain 
expertise in the use of technology resources 

• Systems will be evaluated annually to determine effectiveness as 
stated in the HR annual calendar 
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Employee Attendance and Leave Management 

Standard 

A district is responsible for ensuring that leaves are fairly administered, and the management of 
employee leaves is an increasingly complex area of personnel management, as changes in state 
and federal law and regulations are frequent and abuse of leave is on the rise. Additionally, the 
interaction between consecutive and concurrent leave entitlements provided for in the Education 
Code and local collective bargaining agreements can be costly if not well understood, carefully 
tracked, and highly coordinated. 

In complying with the leave entitlement afforded to public school employees, and in the interest 
of ensuring consecutive and concurrent leaves are well managed, the leave tracking and monitoring 
system should ensure: 

• Timely notification of absences due to illnesses by employees. 

• Well-communicated policies and procedures for notification of the need for extended sick 
leave, personal necessity leave, or leave under FMLA and CFRA are consistently applied. 

• Only eligible employees are provided with FMLA and CFRA leave based on time in service 
requirements. 

• A certification process is in place that ensures an eligible employee is entitled to leave under 
FMLA and CFRA. 

• That employees are notified of their leave status and when leave entitlements will be exhausted. 

• Communication structures exist that allow HR and payroll to ensure employees are 
appropriately paid and/or docked based on their leave status. 

• Finally, the district must ensure that the employees responsible for leave tracking and 
monitoring receive training annually on these responsibilities, including any recent changes to 
the collective bargaining agreement that affect leave entitlements or changes in state and 
federal employment protected leave laws. There should be a system of checks and balances to 
ensure leave policies are being implemented fairly and consistently. 

Substitute employees are critical to the delivery of educational programs and support services. 
Substitute teachers and classified personnel ensure that a district is able to continue the delivery of 
high-quality programs and services when regular staff are temporarily absent. District teachers and 
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classified employees rely on the HR department’s substitute services to assist them in the reporting 
of day-to-day, as well as short- and long-term, absences and the securing of substitutes when 
needed. The HR department is responsible for recruiting and hiring of certificated substitutes, 
providing various services to district substitute/relief worker staff such as information on benefits 
and leave eligibility, as well as information for individuals seeking employment in a classified, 
substitute capacity.  

Analysis 

Leaves of absence are the shared responsibility of the HR and the Business Services Departments. 
Review of the current practices and processes indicate that employee attendance and leave is 
managed in various ways, dependent on the employee classification and the staff member assigned 
to manage the task. There is duplication of efforts in the absence management practices within the 
HR and Business Services Departments which can result in frustration and costly errors. Many 
absences are documented on various sheets and forms, then again in Google Docs or an Excel 
spreadsheet, also in Aesop, then finally in the District’s leave management system. In some cases, 
an employee absent from work may be required to enter or verify the same absence three to four 
times; once to alert their supervisor of the absence, then again to enter the absence in Aesop, 
verification of the absence upon return to work on an internal form, in addition to any other 
approvals dependent on the absence reason. The duplicated steps in the process have a significant 
impact on staff at the sites, HR staff, and also business office staff. Modifying the procedures to 
include the entering of an absence one time and using electronic notification processes will help 
mitigate the impacts to workload in this area.  

The duplication of effort in leave management practices is attributed to the fragmented assignment 
of work between positions, and absence of standardized practices for leave management. 
Duplicative processes involving absence tracking which take more time than is necessary and 
produce inaccurate results are of significant concern.  The District’s current practices are identified 
as a major finding, which requires consideration of an adjustments to ensure that Aesop is 
integrated with internal protocols so that employees do not need to update various transactions 
when absent from work.  

Due to the absence of documented procedures concerning leave management, this analysis is 
dependent on interviews with staff and the limited number of documents received during 
fieldwork. Similar to other functional areas discussed in this report, staff struggled to describe the 
work in some cases, and lack an awareness of the roles and responsibilities of other staff members 
regarding the leave management processes within the District. For these reasons, the leave 
management analysis is largely focused on standards and methodology for the areas of 
improvements, versus analysis of the current practices in place. 
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The segregation of duties for employee leave management for the Business Services and HR Departments is illustrated Figure 13 and 
may be useful as the District considers the reassignment of leave duties to existing staff. As illustrated in Figure 13, the HR Department 
handles long-term leave duties, and the payroll staff are assigned to transactional duties related to data entry of daily employee absences. 
In addition, the Clerical Assistant I is involved at a minimal level due to the position’s responsibilities in providing daily absence reports 
generated from Aesop to payroll staff.  

Figure 13: Division of Employee Leave Management Duties 

Position Title 
Personnel 

Administrative 
Assistant  

Personnel Technician  Sr. Account Clerk, 
Classified Payroll 

Sr. Account Clerk, 
Certificated Payroll Clerical Assistant I 

Department  Human Resources Human Resources Business Services Business Services Human Resources 
  Assigned Tasks Assigned Tasks Assigned Tasks Assigned Tasks Assigned Tasks 
  Long-term leaves 

(certificated) 
Long-term leaves 
(classified) 

Daily transactional leave 
(classified) 

Daily transactional leave 
(certificated) 

Daily employee 
attendance and absence 
reporting (Aesop) 

  
Absence calendar 
management  
(long term leave) 

Absence calendar 
management  
(long term leave) 

Physician statement 
verification  

Physician statement 
verification  

  

  Federal and State long 
term leave notifications 

Federal and State long 
term leave notifications 

Long term leave 
processing: docks in pay 

Long term leave 
processing: docks in pay   

  Long term medical 
leaves 

Long term medical 
leaves       

  COVID-19 supplemental 
paid sick leave 

COVID-19 supplemental 
paid sick leave       

  Unpaid leave of absence Unpaid leave of absence       

Interviews with staff describe that management of certificated leave is different from how classified leave is handled. The current 
practice for daily absences for certificated employees is that they are required to report their absence in Aesop. Review of the Monrovia 
Teacher’s Association (MTA) collective bargaining agreement indicates that this practice is in compliance with Article XII(B)1 which 
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requires certificated bargaining unit members to report their absence in the absence tracking 
system. The Site secretaries are responsible for maintaining a Google sheet based on the data 
reported in Aesop, and the Google sheet is routed to the Sr. Account Clerk position (certificated 
payroll). Payroll then compares the information that is included in the spreadsheet to what is 
reported in Aesop and enters the absence data. It is noted that these procedures do not include 
certificated administrators. 

The definition that the District uses for long term leaves is provided in Article XII(7)a. of the MTA 
contract, which requires unit members on leave for five or more consecutive days to provide 
written documentation (physician’s statement) to verify their absence reason. Leaves that are five 
days or more in duration are flagged by the site secretaries, and then they verbally notify the 
Personnel Administrative Assistant. HR has limited responsibility in this area as determination 
regarding docks in pay, calendar tracking responsibilities, and the data entry for long-term 
certificated leaves is payroll’s responsibility.  

Classified employee daily absence transactions are handled via paper documentation only, as at 
the time of fieldwork, classified employees were not required to report their absence in Aesop. In 
order to document classified employee absences, the District utilizes the Report of Absence – 
Classified form. Throughout interviews with staff, this form was referred to as the “Yellow Form” 
which is due to the color of paper it was printed on. Since this is the term that staff were familiar 
with, the document used to report classified absences will be referred to as the Yellow Form in 
this report. Daily classified absence transactions are managed with a Google sheet that was created 
by the Sr. Account Clerk that handles classified payroll. The site secretaries will enter the 
information for classified staff who are absent from work. In addition, the employee is required to 
submit a Yellow Form for the absence, so payroll will highlight names of employees that submitted 
Yellow Forms for their absences for the site’s reference. The site verification process occurs at the 
end of the month, but payroll will enter absences on a daily basis to keep up with the volume. 
Interviews conducted during fieldwork indicate that payroll receives approximately 24 Yellow 
Forms per day on average, and it is common to receive a form with an absence that occurred 
months in arrears.  

Long-term leaves for classified are handled like the process for certificated staff. The Personnel 
Technician will bring the form to the Sr. Account Clerk (classified) for processing. Payroll 
processes the docks in pay, tracks the calendar, and handles all of the transactional activities to 
handle the long-term leave. Also similar to certificated leave management, HR has limited 
responsibility in this area, and functions to distribute information regarding long term leaves, but 
does not apply a high level of analysis in the process.  

The variance in procedures dependent on employee classification makes the process confusing and 
diminishes employee accountability and their responsibility to report their absences. During 
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interviews, staff communicated that the decision to only require teachers to report their absences 
in Aesop may be related to the additional cost of adding employees into the system. Considering 
the potential cost and risks of unreported absences, the District should reconsider and include all 
employees in Aesop. Staff interviews indicate that instructional assistants are partially using Aesop 
to report their absences, and the understanding by some staff interviewed is that managers were 
supposed to begin using it in August of 2021. However, due to the lack of documentation regarding 
this directive, SSC is unable to verify this required procedure.  

In order to assess whether administrators were using Aesop to report absences, an absence report 
from Aesop was requested during fieldwork. To review absences reported for the absence reason 
“Vacation,” the date range requested was November 1, 2021, through January 18, 2022, to capture 
the Thanksgiving Break (November 22 to November 26, 2021) and Winter Break (December 20 
to December 31, 2021). Employees who earn and accrue vacation and are scheduled to work during 
non-instructional days are required to enter leave or vacation for the absence. This is dependent on 
the assigned work calendar of the position, which defines workdays, holidays, and non-work days 
for classified employees and employees who accrue vacation. Review of the District’s absence 
records indicates that very few employees reported vacation absences over the Thanksgiving and 
Winter Breaks in Aesop as illustrated in Figure 14. Based on these conclusions, it is unlikely that 
staff are reporting their absences in Aesop as directed, and there is no documentation of the 
required procedure, so the District is challenged to hold employees accountable. 

Figure 14: Staff Absences Reported in Aesop (Reason: Vacation) 

Date Absence Reason Employee Type 

11/1/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
11/8/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
11/9/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 

11/10/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
11/18/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
11/19/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
11/19/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
11/29/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
11/30/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 

12/9/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
12/16/2021 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
12/20/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
12/20/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
12/21/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
12/27/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 
12/28/2021 17 Vacation Administrator 

1/3/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
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Date Absence Reason Employee Type 

1/3/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
1/4/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
1/4/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
1/5/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 

1/13/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
1/14/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 
1/18/2022 17 Vacation Paraprofessional 

The absence of internal controls and written procedures highlighted concerns involving the 
management of vacation accruals, approval processes, and internal controls in place to manage the 
fiscal liabilities associated with this leave type. Review of documentation submitted during 
fieldwork reflects that there are classified employees who have accrued an excessive level of 
vacation balances, that will prove difficult to address by maintaining the current leave management 
procedures. In light of the fiscal liability involved with maintaining high vacation balances that 
are left unmanaged, it is determined that a deeper examination of this leave type was necessary.  

Interviews with staff did not produce information regarding how vacation is handled in the District. 
Furthermore, there were no existing written protocols or procedures that could be used for 
reference purposes. Based on these factors, it is determined that there are no practices in place to 
manage preapproval for vacation time, supervisors are not tasked with monitoring vacation, and 
practices involving supervisors meeting with employees to schedule and manage vacation to stay 
in compliance are not in place. The employee work calendar, which is critical in managing leave 
was also not available for review. The response to the data request for this item was “not 
applicable” and staff were not certain what the interviewer was referring to during interviews. The 
substandard practices involved in this area demonstrate that the management of vacation has not 
been prioritized by the District in the past.  

Although District staff indicate there are no procedures for vacation management, the California 
School Employee Association (CSEA) contract provides parameters for vacation management for 
classified bargaining unit employees:  

CSEA Contract: Article XIII, Section A.2.a. 

Vacation time earned during any fiscal year (July 1 to June 30) must be taken by the end 
of the next fiscal year unless the District requests otherwise or agrees to a specific request 
from a unit member. Vacation time may not be accumulated from year to year, nor may a 
unit member be paid in lieu of vacation time. However, when a unit member is requested 
by the District to remain on duty because of an unforeseen emergency or condition that 
could affect the welfare of the District’s operation or when the District agrees to a specific 
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request from a unit member, a unit member may accumulate his/her amount of unused 
vacation for use in the next fiscal year. This carry-over shall not remain accumulated 
beyond two years. 

In addition, leave entitlements, specifically vacation carry-over rules for classified employees are 
provided in the District’s Personnel Commission Rules and Regulations for the Classified Service 
manual. These rules apply to all classified employees in the District, including management and 
confidential employees. According to Personnel Commission Rule 4235(I.): 

Employees are required to take their full vacation each year and supervisors are expected 
to facilitate the employees’ requests and see that vacation is planned and taken. Earned 
vacation is to be taken no later than the fiscal year following the year in which it is earned 
and may not be accumulated beyond that time, unless the District requests otherwise or 
agrees to a specific request from an employee. 

The District is advised to refer to the current policy regarding vacation in the CSEA contract and 
apply Personnel Commission Rule 4235(I.) to effectively manage classified management vacation 
accruals. Because the District does not currently have practices in place to address vacation 
accrual, it is good practice to refer to existing policies to expedite addressing this issue.  

Interviews with staff indicate that Aesop is not being utilized to its full capacity and that there is 
no evidence of a well-documented communication system between HR and Payroll, which 
includes tracking tools, forms, and approval of leave and docks by supervisory positions. 
Employee leave tracking is an area in need of significant improvement in that employees are not 
able to retrieve leave information due to the lack of available or inaccurate leave records. Due to 
the fragmented process, and lack of oversight in this area, leave entitlements are identified as an 
area of potential risk and liability.  

Recommendations 

22. Implement a digital leave management program which includes all employee 
classifications. Policies and procedures regarding employee use of leave should be applied 
consistently across all job classifications. Practices involving reporting of leave and employee 
absences should be standardized to ensure accuracy and legal compliance in the application of 
leave entitlements. In addition, the HR Department should establish protocols and 
requirements for employee use of leave by ensuring that staff are informed of their 
entitlements, while managing employee accountability regarding the use of leave. This will 
assist the District in addressing potential abuse of certain leaves, which can represent a 
significant savings in operational costs by increasing efficiency. This recommendation is based 
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on HR managing leave, but if the business department continues to manage leave, then payroll 
staff would be assigned to creating protocols and requirements.  

23. Implement protocols which create shared responsibility of leave management by HR and 
Business Services. A shared model of leave management, illustrated in Figure 15 is the 
recommended practice to effectively manage employee leave. While the HR role is critical in 
leave tracking, the partnership with Business Services in the process is equally important. 
Communication tools such as shared files, forms, and consistent staff meetings to communicate 
about leave ensure that leaves are applied consistent with statutory requirements and the 
collective bargaining agreements. This is especially the case for management of long-term 
leaves and docks in pay for employees. The dual approach to leave management also provides 
a high level of customer service for employees during times when their needs are significant.  

Figure 15: Recommended Workflow for Employee Leaves 

 

24. It is recommended that the District reconfigure the assignment of work to manage leave. 
This involves a multi-level approach which includes a supervisor level position, technical staff, 
and administrative support staff. Currently, a supervisory position doesn’t oversee leave 
closely, and there is a lack of internal control to manage leave. The staffing configuration in 
Figure 16 represents a three-tiered model to support employee leave management.  
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Figure 16: Employee Leave Management Staffing Configuration 

Position Type Function 

Supervisor—Leave 
Administrator 

• Oversee leave program 
• Denial/approval of employee leave 
• Legal compliance officer 
• Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act program 

oversight 
• Employee discipline—poor attendance 
• Approval of docks in pay 

Technical Staff 

• Application of leave type to absence 
• Communicate leave policies to employees 
• High level of analysis applied to absence tracking 
• Documentation of leave transactions 

Administrative Support Staff 

• Attendance tracking 
• Notification and communication 
• Documentation of leave 
• Data entry  

25. Consider a long-term plan to implement paperless absence tracking in concert with 
electronic timesheets. Processing absences via electronic procedures will create a cost savings 
in time and materials, increase accuracy, and increase operational efficiency. The current 
absence tracking system, Aesop, has the capacity to reconcile leave and upload records 
electronically. In order to implement this procedure, the District must ensure that mandatory 
procedures are in place for all staff to report absences in Frontline, and usage is at full capacity 
for a sustained period of time. Ongoing training for all educational partners will be instrumental 
in ensuring that all staff use Frontline. In addition, technology must be accessible to all 
employees, including substitute employees and staff who do not have a work station. Due to 
the preliminary work necessary to implement this process, it is recommended as a two-year 
plan.  

26. The District should prioritize the recommendation to address excessive vacation accrual 
balances by implementing operational practices that help contain leave and implement 
practices that are in compliance with District policy. A sample implementation plan is 
provided in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Action Plan to Address Vacation Management Procedures 

Implementation Task Operational Consideration 

Implement Policies and 
Procedures Regarding 
Leave Balances 

• Communicate to classified and management employees the 
vacation rules outlined in the CSEA contract and the Personnel 
Commission Rules 

• Uphold classified management employees to comply with 
Personnel Commission Rules 

• Enforce the policies provided in the CSEA contract and the 
Personnel Commission manual  

Address Overages 

• Calculate accrued hours over the allowable carryover 

• Notify employees who are out of compliance of their overages 

• Provide employees with their work calendar and survey staff 
directly to determine if employees were off during scheduled 
school breaks and vacation was not deducted 

• Deduct leave in arrears as much as practicable 

Cost Analysis 
• Work with Business Services to determine fiscal implications, 

and discuss funding sources to assist with reducing balances 

Preapproval Process 

• Vacation hours require preapproval so a form and 
corresponding process should be created to implement 
preapproval for vacation. This will help with supervisor 
awareness of upcoming vacations 

Accountability Standards 

• Supervisors should meet with staff annually to plan for 
vacation usage 

• Implement the use of work calendars to assist with managing 
leave (See Appendix D for sample calendar) 

Internal Controls 
• Vacation balances should be limited and reviewed on an 

annual basis so that vacation payout amounts are manageable 
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Conclusion 

The recommendations included within this report are based upon best practices. The District must 
consider the level of service provided to students and the community as well as the financial 
condition of the District when evaluating staffing, organizational structure, and operational 
procedures. SSC staff realize that this report contains numerous recommendations and that some 
will require lengthy planning and implementation time, while others may require the allocation of 
funds to implement. The District is encouraged to consider all of the recommendations and we 
have included a planning document (Appendix E) to help develop a priority list for 
implementation. For those recommendations that will require a significant financial investment, 
the long-term benefits including improved performance and functionality should be evaluated in a 
cost and benefit analysis. 

As the District works to implement the recommendations provided in this report, establishing 
organizational structure is one of the first important tasks. The recommended organizational model 
for the HR Department will allow for the development of integrated systems and foster a 
collaborative environment with other departments, which is essential in implementing change 
within these service areas. From that structure, clear implementation plans can be established 
including reallocation of workload and the development and implementation of procedures and 
compliance with District policies. Additionally, if financial resources become constrained, the 
District can prioritize the no-cost or very low cost recommendations in this report that can improve 
practices and streamline services, such as documenting critical procedures, training department 
staff on procedures, digitizing processes and documents, and changing work assignments to 
improve internal controls and efficiencies. 

In order to implement the recommendations in a timely manner, the District should develop an 
accountability chart that identifies the employees responsible for planning, scheduling, and 
organizing the implementation activities. A reporting system with established dates for providing 
updates to the Superintendent can be designed to include the accountability chart. 
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Appendix A—Collaborative Human Resources Practices 

 

 

HR  
Department 

Special Education Department 
♦ Review job descriptions of special education staff and educate HR about the roles 

and responsibilities of the special education team 
♦ Schedule time for HR staff to visit a special education classroom 
♦ Engage staff to creatively address challenges that may come up in the course of 

serving students with disabilities 

Educational Services 
♦ The Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) is a document that actualizes the mission of the 

district—decisions cannot be made in isolation 
♦ Inform staff about the metrics, actions, and services 
♦ Invite the LCAP lead to human resources (HR) meetings to engage with staff about goals and 

objectives 
♦ Include HR staff in LCAP advisory meetings 
♦ Keep HR informed about upcoming recruitment needs 

Business Services 
♦ Create systems of communication: shared files and standardized forms 
♦ Regularly scheduled staff meetings—all staff attend 
♦ Discuss roles and responsibilities as well as clarification regarding responsibilities 
♦ Create a culture of accountability  
♦ The HR and business overlap is significant—collaboration begins with department leadership 

Superintendent’s Office 
♦ Ensure board item submissions are timely and accurate 
♦ Train HR staff to be proficient in administrative initiatives and board policies 

School Sites 
♦ Schedule spring and fall visits with site administration—bring support staff  
♦ Communicate procedures and policies clearly, and make them accessible 
♦ Create standards of processing time for actions (e.g., recruitment, absence requests) 
♦ Be consistent and fair in the application of policy 
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Appendix B—Sample of Customer Service Standards 

Example of Customer Service Standards 

Face-to-Face Standards 

• Greet with a smile 

• Promptly acknowledge individuals as they enter your work area  

• Project a positive, respectful attitude 

• Project positive body language and use eye contact 

• Listen first, then acknowledge customer requirements  

• Provide an accurate response 

• If you don’t know, say you are unsure and advise you will ask someone who does  

• If you are responsible for the commitment, adhere to it 

• Respect confidentiality and be discreet where appropriate 

• Ensure the customer is kept informed of the progress of their request 

• If an unscheduled inquiry is prolonged, suggest an appointment be made or provide a time 
frame by which you will respond to them 

• Each department must ensure that staff is on hand with expertise to either deal with customer 
inquiries of any type or to refer the matter to the correct person 

• Thank customers where appropriate 

Telephone Standards 

• All phone calls will be answered within two rings by the individual staff member and within 
four rings by any available staff member 

• Have a smile in your voice 

• Greeting should include department/school and name 

• All outgoing voicemail messages should include a greeting, the department/school, name, and 
how to connect with someone else for urgent matters 
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• Incoming voicemail messages will be returned the same day if possible—if not, then within 24 
hours 

• If you can’t answer the question, forward the caller to someone who can 

• If the person asked for is unavailable, say they are unavailable and refrain from elaborating  

• If someone is on hold, keep them informed at suitable intervals 

• When you transfer a call transfer the caller identification and subject matter/question 

Email Standards 

• All email messages will be responded to within 24 hours 

• Emails include your full name, title, phone number, department, district name (or school 
name), and mailing address 

• All email messages will use appropriate business style with correct grammar and spelling 

• If you can’t answer the question, forward the email to someone who can and let the customer 
know that you are doing so 

• Confidential information should not be transmitted by email 

Overall 

• Keep customers informed of the progress of matters that are not resolved quickly  

• Keep website information updated on at least a weekly basis 

• Provide confidential information only to colleagues that need the information to perform their 
duties 

• Provide accurate information to colleagues and customers  

• Speak courteously and respectfully to each other 

• Respect others’ time by being prompt with responses and when fulfilling commitments for 
meetings or appointments 

• Ensure that your colleagues know where you are at all times during work hours  

• Encourage a culture of customer and student focus  
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Appendix C—Sample Human Resources Calendar 

Month Governance 
Collective Bargaining 

Agreement  
Tasks and Timelines 

Human Resources (HR) 
Leadership HR Operations 

July 

 Personnel Recommendations (accept 
resignations, retirements, new hires) 
 

  Distribute administrative work year 
calendar for the coming year 

 Records Management—identification 
of Class 1—Permanent records to be 
archived/stored; identification and 
disposal of Class 3 records 

 Prepare for fiscal year roll 
 Send intent to return notices to 

substitutes 
 Memo to principals re: Certificated 

Stipends 

August 

 Personnel Recommendations (new 
hires and substitutes)   

  Review new employee handbooks 
(certificated, classified, and 
substitute teachers) and make 
necessary revisions  

 Review, revise, new employee 
orientation presentation 

 Schedule new employee orientations 
(certificated, classified, management 
and nonmanagement)  

 Certificated and classified 
recruitment and hiring 

 Personnel requisitions for new hires, 
voluntary and involuntary transfers 

 Prepare Annual Legal Notices 
Packet 
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Month Governance 
Collective Bargaining 

Agreement  
Tasks and Timelines 

Human Resources (HR) 
Leadership HR Operations 

Sept 

 Provide Governing Board with 
staffing update 

 Personnel Recommendations (new 
hires, subs) 

 Report announcing the granting of 
permanency status to certificated 
employees 

 Annual report to Board regarding the 
disposal of personnel records 
classified as Class 3—disposable  
(California Code of Regulations—
Title 5, Section 16025) 

 Generate evaluation lists and timeline 
for certificated and classified staff 
and send to supervisors with all 
templates/forms 
 

 Monitor enrollment and finalize 
staffing by school site  

 Schedule and/or conduct annual 
contract management, grievance 
processing, investigation, evaluation, 
and FRISK training 
 

 Prepare and distribute Annual 
Notices to Employees 

 California Basic Educational Data 
System (CBEDS) preparation and 
planning 

 Prepare and distribute Notices of 
Employment/Pay Notices 

 Review and revise List of Employees 
on Leave and List of Temp 
Assignments 

 New hire contracts 
 New hire orientations 
 Credentials Audit 

Oct 

 Prior-year Student and Staff 
Attendance and Absence Trends 
report  

 Personnel Recommendations 

    CBEDS Reporting 
 Submit mandated cost claims for 

prior year for reimbursement 
 Update department operations and 

procedures manuals 
 Assignment audit 
 Send CBEST reminders to 

substitutes  
 Annual Notices reviewed and 

addresses updated 

Nov 

 CSBA Policy Maintenance Updates  
 Personnel Recommendations 

 

 
 

 Counsel with principals regarding 
probationary certificated employee 
evaluations and observations 

 Identify comparable districts, obtain 
copies of certificated and classified 
contracts, and conduct analysis 

 Involve administrators in identifying 
priorities for certificated and classified 
contracts negotiations 

 Assess utilization of technology and 
equipment and replace/upgrade as 
needed 

 Assess efficiency of EDJOIN and the 
paperless application process 

 Collect applicant tracking data for the 
prior year 
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Month Governance 
Collective Bargaining 

Agreement  
Tasks and Timelines 

Human Resources (HR) 
Leadership HR Operations 

Dec 

 Prepare and present annual teacher 
assignments audit  

 Personnel Recommendations 

  Consult with principals regarding 
remediation plans for teachers 
needing improvement 

 Begin work on enrollment and 
staffing projections and anticipated 
changes to the instructional program 
that could impact staffing 

 Review and revise staffing formulas 

 Update desk manuals 

Jan 

 Personnel Recommendations   Identify certificated management and 
nonmanagement staff to serve on the 
Recruitment Team 

 Review/revise Teacher Recruitment 
Plan, Marketing Plan, and budget 

 Create and verify seniority list for 
certificated and classified personnel 

 Identify hiring/layoff needs based on 
staffing formulas, enrollment 
projections, changes to the 
instructional program and budgetary 
constraints 

 Work with principals to identify 
potential certificated non-reelections 

 Use comparability data, input from 
administrators to draft classified and 
certificated contract reopeners 

 Prepare certificated and classified 
seniority lists as needed (guidelines 
determined for "Same Date of Hire" 
criteria) 
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Month Governance 
Collective Bargaining 

Agreement  
Tasks and Timelines 

Human Resources (HR) 
Leadership HR Operations 

Feb 

 Prepare Board resolution/action item 
for March 15 reassignment, transfer, 
release of principals/administrators  

 Prepare Board resolution/action item 
for March 15 service of letters of 
possible layoff/reassignment of 
certificated employees  

 Prepare Board resolution/action item 
for certificated employees 
recommended for non-reelection  

 Personnel Recommendations 
 Prepare classified layoff Board 

resolutions (Elimination of categorical 
programs and for lack of work, lack of 
funds) 

 Sunshine Contract Reopeners  Train members of the district's 
Teacher Recruitment Team 

 Solicit feedback from administrators 
regarding proposed draft contract 
reopeners 

 BY FEBRUARY 14—decisions re: 
certificated non-reelection sent to HR 
from sites 

 Create particular kinds of service list 
and begin work on layoff resolution 

 Finalize and post seniority list for 
certificated and classified personnel 

 Prepare layoff/reassignment letters 
 Summer school advertising 
 Schedule/register for recruitment fairs 

and Events 

March 

 CSBA Policy Maintenance Updates  
 Personnel Recommendations 

Certificated 
 BY MARCH 1— Leave requests, 

intent to return from leave or 
continue leave due for subsequent 
school year 

 BY MARCH 15— Probationary 
teacher evaluations due 

Classified 
 Sunshine Contract Reopeners 

 BY MARCH 15—Issue 
layoff/reassignment notices to 
principals/administrators 

 BY MARCH 15—Issue certificated 
nonmanagement layoff/reassignment 
notices 

 BY MARCH 15—Issue classified 
layoff notices 

 Review and revise selection and 
hiring protocols 

 Summer school hiring 
 Prepare annual spreadsheet for 

resignations, retirements, employees 
returning from leave of absence, job 
shares, intent to return 

 Prepare priority hiring pool 
spreadsheet 

 Prepare spreadsheet for contingent 
offers of employment and new hire 
data 

 Conduct Tuberculosis Test Audit 

April 
 Personnel Recommendations 

 
Classified 
 BY APRIL 1— Complete all classified 

evaluations due in the current year 

 Begin advertising certificated 
vacancies and managing 
reassignments and voluntary 
transfers 

 Prepare for fiscal year roll 
 Send intent to return notices to 

substitutes 
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Month Governance 
Collective Bargaining 

Agreement  
Tasks and Timelines 

Human Resources (HR) 
Leadership HR Operations 

May 

 Day of the Teacher and Classified 
School Employees Week Resolutions 
Recommended 

 Declaration of Need for Highly 
Qualified Educators 

 Committee on Assignments 
(Education Code Section [EC §] 
44258.3) 

 Teacher Consents (EC § 44258.7) 
 Resolution to affirm certificated 

layoffs 

Certificated 
 BY MAY 1— Temporary and 

Permanent teacher evaluations due 

 BY MAY 15—Issue final certificated 
and classified layoff notices 

 Staff Appreciation—Day of the 
Teacher and Classified School 
Employees Week 

 Memo to Administrators re: calendars 
for next school year 

 Reasonable assurance letters sent to 
substitute teachers 

June 

 Annual Statement of Need for 30-day 
Substitute Teaching Permits 

 Board Resolution to approve Waivers 
for CBEST  

 Student Teaching Agreements 
Approved 

  Collect data on completed certificated 
and classified evaluations—provide 
to Superintendent 

 JUNE 30—Final written notice given 
to managers who will be reassigned 

 Prepare personnel requisitions for 
certificated and classified positions 
with 6/30 end dates identified in 
January as continuing positions 

 Identify substitutes who haven't 
worked in more than six months’ 
notice, end employment 

 Generate personnel requisitions for 
new hires 

 Generate personnel requisitions for 
voluntary and involuntary transfers 

 Generate personnel requisitions for 
Certificated Job Share Agreements 
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Appendix D—Sample Leave Calendar 
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Appendix E—Implementation of Recommendations 

The recommendations in this analysis do not apply in isolation, rather they interact with each other on various levels. In order for 
particular recommendations to be successfully implemented, certain modifications must also be in place with fidelity. Recommendations 
were organized into prioritized categories for consideration. It is noted that all recommendations in this analysis are important; and the 
categories do not represent that one recommendation is more important than the other. The categories of priority characterize 
recommendations which have a higher level of impact, or implementation of the recommendation is necessary before other changes can 
be initiated.  

Priority 1 (0–6 months) 

Recommendations categorized as Priority 1 should be considered for implementation within the next 6 months. These are findings that 
are determined to be of high importance due to their interaction with other recommendations included in this report. The findings 
generating these recommendations have a significant impact on the HR Department’s operations and impact all District shareholders. 
Recommendations related to workflows and procedures require immediate review, as these changes are necessary in the execution of 
all recommendations. The observed challenges involving the organizational structure of the Department, employee leave tracking 
practices, and the lack of documented procedures are determined to require significant modifications as they present significant 
operational and fiscal concerns for the District.  

Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

1 
HR Department 
Positions 

The District should assign oversight and support for duties related to the Personnel 
Commission within the HR Department. This function requires a supervisory position to 
manage the administrative and/or clerical staff supporting the requirements of the District’s 
Merit System.  

1 Operational Change 
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Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

2 
HR Department 
Positions 

It is recommended that the District consider the operational needs of the HR Department and 
Personnel Commission oversight and examine the feasibility of reinstating the Human 
Resources Director position.  

1 Fiscal Impact 

3 
HR Department 
Positions 

The Bilingual Technician position should be reassigned to a department within Educational 
Services.  

1 Operational Change 

4 
HR Department 
Positions 

Evaluate the duties of the Clerical Assistant I position to determine capacity and utilize the 
position more effectively in the HR Department. This change in duties will provide a multi-layer 
support approach which is required to accurately document absence records.  

1 Operational Change 

5(b) 
HR Department 
Positions 

Reassign duties related to certificated employee management to the Personnel Administrative 
Assistant position. Certificated personnel management is one of the most important 
assignments within the HR Department and the responsibilities are not clearly assigned.  

1 Operational Change 

6 
HR Department 
Positions 

The District should consider the reassignment of duties in the HR Department to create 
streamlined approaches to the workflow. Responsibilities which require assignment between 
the departments, employee management, and benefits are illustrated as unassigned to reflect 
the recommendation regarding reassignment of these duties. 

1 Operational Change 

9 
HR 
Communication 
and Culture 

The HR Department should implement structured training and communication opportunities 
where HR-related matters can be shared, and employees can be apprised of compliance 
requirements, while receiving job-related information.  

1 Operational Change 

11 
HR 
Communication 
and Culture 

It is recommended that the HR Department and Business Services Department leadership 
establish interdepartmental meetings.  

1 Operational Change 

18 
Department 
Operations 

Ensure each personnel file and other confidential paperwork is filed and locked in a secure 
location. Based on the potential uses and viewers of personnel records, the District must take 
care to protect an employee’s right to confidentiality.  

1 Operational Change 
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Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

19 
Department 
Operations 

The District should purchase privacy screens for the HR office computer monitors. It is 
imperative that the HR Department protect confidential employee information and mitigate 
risk to the District.  

1 Fiscal Impact 

24 

Employee 
Attendance 
and Leave 
Management 

It is recommended that the District reconfigure the assignment of work to manage leave. This 
involves a multi-level approach which includes a supervisor level position, technical staff, and 
administrative support staff.  

1 Operational Change 

26 

Employee 
Attendance 
and Leave 
Management 

The District should prioritize the recommendation to address excessive vacation accrual 
balances by implementing operational practices that help contain leave and implement 
standards that are in compliance with District policy.  

1 

Fiscal Impact (cost 
of vacation payout) 
and Operational 
Change 

1Refers to the recommendation number in the body of the report 
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Priority 2 (6–12 months) 

Recommendations categorized as Priority 2 should be considered for implementation in concert with Priority 1. The Priority 2 group 
focuses on addressing the assignment of employee leave management and benefits, establishing communication practices, and 
implementing systems and procedures through the use of technology. The development of HR Department policies, procedures, and 
communication practices is key in the implementation of change. 

Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

5(a) HR Department 
Positions 

Evaluate the assignment of work of employee benefits and reassign the job duties involving 
benefit management from the Personnel Administrative Assistant (certificated benefits) and 
Personnel Technician (classified benefits) desks to the Personnel Specialist position.  

2 Operational Change 

7 HR Department 
Positions 

It is recommended that the District evaluate current staffing levels, the capacity of current 
positions, and reassign duties related to benefits and leave management between the HR and 
Business Departments.  

2 Operational Change 

10 
HR 
Communication 
and Culture 

Implement collaborative practices within the HR Department and with other departments and 
site personnel. Creating a culture of collaboration requires meaningful engagement from the 
HR Department.  

2 Operational Change 

12 
HR 
Communication 
and Culture 

In order to address the acute need for HR training within the department, it is recommended 
that the Assistant Superintendent of HR develop individual learning plans for each employee.  2 Operational Change 

17 Department 
Operations 

Establish an annual calendar of HR Department activities. The annual calendar should be a 
standing agenda item for department staff meetings and should be used as a tool for 
communications and developing teamwork and cross-training for staff in the department.  

2 Operational Change 

21 Department 
Operations 

Standardize software platforms that are authorized for staff use, and the development of 
professional learning plans for staff so that they possess the skills necessary to operate the 
District’s systems.  

2 Fiscal Impact (cost 
of technology 
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Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

22 

Employee 
Attendance and 
Leave 
Management 

The HR Department should establish protocols and requirements for employee use of leave by 
ensuring that staff are informed of their entitlements, while managing employee accountability 
regarding the use of leave.  

2 Operational Change 

23 

Employee 
Attendance and 
Leave 
Management 

Implement protocols which create shared responsibility of leave management by HR and 
Business Services.  2 Operational Change 

1Refers to the recommendation number in the body of the report 
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Priority 3 (Continuous Implementation) 

Recommendations categorized as Priority 3 should be considered for implementation on a continuous basis. The recommendations in 
Priority 3 are focused on the continuation of individual professional learning, building collaborative practices, and engagement 
opportunities for the HR Department. Recommendations in Priority 3 are designated for continuous implementation, as it is recognized 
that all recommended changes impact workload and the Department’s capacity to tolerate the change in procedure is critical in successful 
implementation. In addition, systems and procedures must be established and implemented prior to the work involving collaborative 
interactions can be addressed.   

Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

8 HR Department 
Positions 

It is recommended that the District prioritize the updating of HR Department job descriptions 
to ensure alignment with assigned roles, responsibilities, and duties. This will assist with the 
communication regarding the position’s role and function, and also with holding staff 
accountable. 

3 Operational Change 

13 Department 
Operations 

It is recommended that each position in the HR Department create a procedures manual which 
is shared electronically in a shared file. HR Department members should receive training 
regarding the procedures to encourage cross-training within HR.  

3 Operational Change 

14 Department 
Operations 

Develop desk manuals for each position in the HR Department. Given how critical HR 
Department functions are to the effective operation of the entire District, each person in the 
department should have written step-by-step procedures for accomplishing the responsibilities 
of his/her position.  

3 Operational Change 

15 Department 
Operations 

Implement cross-training opportunities for HR staff and hold regularly scheduled staff meetings 
is essential to building and maintaining a sense of shared purpose, teamwork, high morale and 
personal satisfaction, and efficient operations.  

3 Operational Change 

16 Department 
Operations 

 Review Personnel Board Policies. We recommend that the District review and revise, as 
necessary, the Personnel (the 4000 series) Board Policies.  3 Operational Change 
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Number1 Section Recommendation Priority 
Fiscal 

Impact/Operational 
Change  

20 Department 
Operations 

Implement a long-term plan to employ technology (where feasible) to eliminate paper, 
automate processes, and increase efficiencies—this includes requiring all District staff to utilize 
the established technologies/software applications and not allow paper submittal exceptions.  

3 Fiscal Impact (cost 
of resources) 

25 

Employee 
Attendance and 
Leave 
Management 

Consider a long-term plan to implement paperless absence tracking. In order to implement this 
procedure, the District must ensure that mandatory procedures are in place for all staff to 
report absences in Frontline, and usage is at full capacity for a sustained period of time 

3 Operational Change 

1Refers to the recommendation number in the body of the report 
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Appendix F–Abbreviations 

BP ........................ Board Policy 
CBEDS ................ California Basic Educational Data System 
CFRA ................... California Family Rights Act 
COBRA ................ Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
CSEA ................... California Schools Employee Association 
DOJ ..................... Department of Justice 
EC § ...................Education Code Section 
FMLA ................... Family and Medical Leave Act 
FTE ...................... Full-Time Equivalent 
HR ....................... Human Resources 
HRS ..................... Human Resources System 
LACOE ................ Los Angeles County Office of Education 
LCAP ................... Local Control Funding Formula 
MTA ..................... Monrovia Teacher’s Association 
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